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Contents &
 Key Info

A breakdown of the key areas 

covered by our design guide plus 

information regarding minimums and 

lead times.

Minimum Order 
Quantity

Pieces

Sampling
Lead Time

Approximate Working Days

Production 
Lead Time

Approximate Working Days

1,000 18-21 25-30

Rigid 2 Piece Box  .  Collapsible Box  .  Hinged Box  .  Rigid Box with Drawer  .  Rigid 2 Piece Box with Lip

Rigid Box with Inner Compartment  .  Corrugated Flat-Pack Box  .  Flat-Pack Cardboard Box

Standard Size  .  Custom Size

Paper Quality  .  Colour  .  Processes  .  Shape  .  Additional Considerations

Box Styles

Size

Design Specifications

Branded box packaging can help increase brand awareness and we 

produce styles suitable for in-store display and for mailing.  The 

sections below will explain the options that are available to you.  



Rigid 2 piece box
Rigid boxes consist of a solid board that can be lined with a 

range of papers to create a strong and luxury looking box.

Rigid box 2 piece box with lip
The same as the standard rigid box and lid but a lip is added 

to the bottom section.

Collapsible box
A strong rigid box that is supplied flat-pack and therefore is a more 

economical option in terms of freight than a box and lid style.

Rigid box with inner compartment
A rigid inner compartment with a folding lid.  Often contains a 

magnetic closure.
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Box
Styles

We produce a range of rigid, 

collapsible and flat pack box options 

to suit a variety of uses.



Hinged box
A rigid box with a lid that opens on a hinge on the back 

edge.  Ribbon can also be added to the side edges.

Rigid box with drawer
A rigid box that contains a slide our drawer.  Can be supplied 

with a ribbon puller.

Corrguated flat-pack box
A more economical option than the rigid box options that is 

also suitable to use as a mailing box.

Flat-pack cardboard box
Suitable for ligher garments and accessories for in-store 

display, they can feature a cut out area which can have a 

plastic transparent window if required.
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Box
Styles

We produce a range of rigid, 

collapsible and flat pack box options 

to suit a variety of uses.



For rigid, collapsible and corrugated card 

styles, we offer 3 standard box sizes.

Large
42cm (L) . 33cm (W) . 17cm (H)

Medium
30cm (H) . 24cm (W) . 8cm (H)

Small
22cm (L) . 17cm (W) . 6cm (H)

For flat-pack cardboard boxes, we offer a 

standard size garment box and a standard 

size tie sleeve.

Garment Box
18.5cm (L) . 14cm (W) . 4cm (H)

Tie Sleeve
40cm (L) . 9.5cm (W)

Custom Sizes

Standard Sizes

All our boxes can be made to your custom 

size, you just need to provide us with the 

length, width and height required.
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Box
Sizes

We offer a range of standard sizes

based on the box style, though we

can also make to any custom size.



We offer a wide range of paper qualities

including standard boards and

corrugated card for flat-pack boxes and

more sturdy card and luxury papers for

rigid & collapsible boxes.

Paper Qualities

There are very few limitations in terms 

of design and we can print designs in 

full colour (4-colour process) or can print 

spot colours that are matched to 

Pantones.

Colours

Depending on the style of box you

choose, you may also want to consider

additonal design feature such as a

transparent window, a hinged lid or a

foam, plastic or paper insert.

Additional Considerations

Additional to printing designs, we can

also offer a range of additional

eye-catching processes such as

gloss & matt lamination, spot UV, foil

blocking and embossing & debossing.

Processes

Typically, the boxes we produce are 

square or rectangle shaped, but we can 

also make options such as hexagonal 

and tubular shaped boxes.

Shape
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Design
Options

Whether you choose a standard size 

or a custom size, there are a number 

of ways you can personalise your

design.



You now have all the tools to get designing your

box packaging, but if you still have any questions, do not

hesitate to get in touch. We look forward to hearing

from you and seeing your designs.

enquiries@ukpaccessories.com

If you are looking for design inspiration, or would like to

see other products within our range, visit our website.

www.ukpaccessories.com


